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0 of 0 review helpful Fast moving adventurous and Exciting By Randy Tramp Ekaterina Kat Moore adoption 
coordinator travels to Russia from America to unlock the secret of her family s past A key sent to her by a Russian 
monk is the key to help her find what she is looking for FSB Agent Vadeem Spasonov believes Kat has a connection 
with a smuggling organization and so the adventure begins I li Upon receiving an unusual package in the mail 
Ekaterina Kat Moore boards a plane to Russia her ancestral home to seek some answers What she finds leads her on a 
perilous journey through time as Kat must flee the Russian underground To further complicate matters she finds 
herself falling in love with FSB Captain Vadeem Spasonov a man trying to forget the nightmares of his own past 
When Kat s secrets lead to the answers Vadeem needs the treasures they find unlea About the Author SUSAN MAY 
WARREN knows Russia She developed a deep love for the country its people and its rich history while serving for 
eight years as missionaries in Khabarovsk Russia Now in Minnesota she writes full time while her husband runs a 
lodge 
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